The slip velocity they obtained differs from some analytical results. Then Succi proposed a combination of bounce-back and specular (BSR) scheme to capture velocity slip on solid walls [23] . As shown in his work, the degree of slip is highly dependent on the combination parameter r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1). In order to investigate the gravity effect, Karimipour et al. included a force 80 part into the BSR scheme to simulate the slip velocity accurately [24] . Tang et al. developed a more general diffuse boundary condition which is the combination of the discrete full diffusive and specular reflection(DSR) boundary condition [25, 26] . Researchers found that slip velocity predicted by the DSR scheme is bigger than physical results in some cases [27] . Recently, 85 Chai et al. and Verhaeghe et al. put forward a new scheme which is the combination of the discrete full diffusive and bounce-back (DBB) boundary condition [28, 29] . What should be mentioned is, analysis indicates that the BSR scheme can simulate a wider range of slip velocity than the DSR scheme and the DBB scheme [20, 28] .
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Researchers have found a way to obtain the specified accurate combination parameter for microscale gas flow [20, 28, 30] . But for liquid micro-flow, the Knudesn number is so small that the strategy used in gas flow to choose the combination parameter can not work again. As a matter of fact, the boundary slip of liquid flow can be quantified by the slip length. With
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given slip length, it is reasonable to obtain a specified liquid micro-flow. Karimipour et al. simulated the nanofluid in a microchannel in slip flow regime [31, 32] . The combination parameter was chose from 0.005 to 0.05. Wang et al. studied the boundary slip phenomenon on the liquid-solid surface with the half-way BSR scheme and the formula of adhesion force [33] . The 100 combination parameter was given by trial and error. Ahmmed et al. found that the slip length (b) can be related to the combination parameter by the power law. The prefactor and the exponent were determined by numerical fitting [34] .Švec et al. also obtained an approximate equation relating the combination parameter with the slip length [35] . In fact, Ahmmed et al.
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adopted the modified BSR scheme whileŠvec et al. used the half-way BSR scheme. They all ignored the discrete effect of the BSR scheme. An accurate relationship between the combination parameter and the slip length are essential and needs to be deduced strictly in theory. Recently, Wang et al. studied the BSR scheme for the simulation of slip in liquid flow and they 110 4 A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T related the slip length and the relaxation factor to the combined parameter based on the Couette flow and the Navier's slip model [36] . But it is challenging to apply the BSR scheme to curved walls. So the BSR scheme is not enough for the simulation of liquid flow. The DBB scheme has more potential in the simulation of fluid flows with complex geometries for the 115 nature of its local calculations [37, 38] . However, few simulations employed the DSR and DBB schemes for liquid flow. The main obstacle is that the DSR scheme assumes that the two extreme cases of the interaction between molecules and walls are the full diffusive and specular reflection boundary conditions and the DBB scheme assumes the two extreme cases are the full 120 diffusive and bounce back boundary conditions [26, 28] . So the combination parameter can only vary from zero to one. As a result, both of the DSR and DBB schemes can only realize a limited range of slip length.
In order to break the limit of applying the DSR and DBB schemes into the simulation of liquid flow, we theoretically analyse these boundary conditions 125 in the case of unidirectional liquid flow. According to the analysis, the DSR, DBB schemes are improved by expanding the range of the combination parameter from [0,1] to [0, 2] . Then to specify the boundary condition, the relations between the combination parameter and slip length are deduced strictly in theory. The discrete effects of boundary conditions existing in nonlinear 130 flow are discussed. Finally, simulations of Couette flow and Poiseuille flow are conducted to verify the accuracy and reliability of our method. We also apply the DBB schemes to the unsteady Womersley flow and the cylindrical Couette flow. Numerical results are very close to the analytical solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section.2, we study 135 the boundary conditions with adjustable slip length for LBM in theory. In Section.3, we present the numerical validation and the discussion of results. Finally, in Section.4, we get the conclusions and propose some directions for future work.
Numerical methods
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The lattice Boltzmann method is a discrete approximation of the continuous Boltzmann equation. It has been recognized as an effective way for the simulation of micro-flow [39] . In this section, the lattice Boltzmann method is simply introduced and slip boundary conditions for liquid flows are proposed and analysed. 
The lattice Boltzmann method
The evolution equation of the lattice Botlzmann method is [39] :
where f i ( x, t) is the particle distribution function with velocity e i at position x and time t, ∆t is the time step, τ is the relaxation time, and F i is a forcing term accounting for the acceleration a. F i is determined by [39] 150
Eq.
(1) can also be divided into colliding step Eq.(3) and streaming step Eq.(4):f
wheref i represents the post-collision distribution function. Without losing generality, we simply choose the standard D2Q9 model for our two-dimensional simulation. The equilibrium distribution f eq i of the 155 D2Q9 is expressed as [22] 
Here c s is calculated by c s = c √ 3
, where c = ∆x ∆t ( ∆x : lattice spacing). We set ∆x = ∆t = 1 in this paper. Besides, ω i represents the model-dependent weight coefficients expressed as
The discrete velocities of the D2Q9 model are given by
, sin
)c, i = 5, 6, 7, 8.
6
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
The macroscopic variables, density ρ and velocity u in the simulation of LBM are calculated by
In order to simulate liquid microflows, τ is determined by liquid viscosity ν with the following relation
Slip boundary conditions for LBM in gaseous flow
165
Firstly, we describe three half-way slip boundary conditions, the combination of half-way bounce back and specular reflection (HBSR) scheme, the combination of discrete full diffusive and half-way specular reflection (HDSR) scheme, and the combination of discrete full diffusive and half-way bounce back (HDBB) scheme.
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As shown in Fig.1 , boundaries of these half-way schemes locate at j = 0.5 which means the boundary are placed at the half-way of the nodes. After colliding step Eq.(3), the moving step is conducted. The particle distribution functions moving from the inner flow are obtained. But the particle distribution functions moving from the wall are unknown and they need to 175 be processed with the boundary conditions.
To fulfill boundary conditions, we need to obtain the unknown distribution functions f 2 , f 5 , f 6 .
As described below, r,r, s,s, q,q are the combination parameters and they vary from 0 to 1 in gaseous flow.
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For the HBSR scheme, f 2 , f 5 , f 6 are treated as
where the particle distribution functionsf 4 ,f 7 ,f 8 are given by colliding step Eq.(3). For the HDSR scheme, 
Then, we describe three modified slip boundary conditions, the combination of modified bounce back and specular reflection (MBSR) scheme, the combination of discrete full diffusive and modified specular refection (MDSR) scheme, and the combination of discrete full diffusive and modified bounce back (MDBB) scheme.
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As shown in Fig.2 , boundary nodes of the modified schemes locate at boundaries. The same as the half-way schemes, these modified schemes also need to treat the unknown distribution functions f 2 , f 5 , f 6 .
For the MBSR scheme, f 2 , f 5 , f 6 are given as
where f 4 , f 7 , f 8 are given by streaming step Eq.(4).
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For the MDSR scheme, f 2 , f 5 , f 6 are treated as
With these slip boundary conditions at hand, the unknown distributions from the wall can be given after streaming step.
The specified boundary conditions are decided by the combination pa-
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rameters. The combination parameters for gaseous microflow are decided by Kn because the gaseous slip should be attributed to the rarefaction effects (Knudsen number Kn) [20, 28] . However, the liquid slip is mainly controlled by the characteristic of the wall [10, 11].
9
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T There are two obstacles for applying these schemes to simulate liquid 205 microflow. One is that the HDSR, HDBB, MDSR, MDBB schemes can only obtain a limited range of slip length [20, 28] . The other one is that the combination parameters for liquid slip should be specified with the slip length but not Kn. We will solve these problems in the next subsection.
Analysis of slip boundary conditions for simulation of liquid flow
210
In this subsection, through theoretical analysis, these slip boundary conditions are introduced from gas flow to simulate liquid slip. We propose a method to specify the combination parameters with the slip length instead of the Knudsen number. Researchers have studied the numerical stability of the slip boundary conditions for gas flow [20, 28] . The numerical stability and 215 the accuracy of these boundary conditions for liquid flow are consistent with gas flow in nature [36] . It can be concluded from the following simulations that the numerical stability and the accuracy of the improved slip boundary conditions for liquid flow are not worse than gas flow.
Basic assumptions of unidirectional steady liquid flow
220
It is difficult to analyse the slip boundary conditions in complex flows. So some basic assumptions should be given. Guo et al. [20] and Tao et al. [38] adopted the unidirectional steady gas flow to obtain the relations between the combinations parameters and the Knudsen number. Results show that the relations are accurate and reliable enough to simulate complex gas flows
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with slip boundary condition. Wang [36] used the unidirectional liquid flow to deduce the relation between the combination parameter of BSR scheme and the slip length. Simulations demonstrate that the relation is suitable even for unsteady Womersly flow with liquid slip boundary condition. In the following analysis, for simplicity, we also consider a unidirectional liquid flow 230 as shown in Fig.1 and 2 . The assumptions are expressed as:
where φ represents an arbitrary flow variable, u y is the y component of the velocity, a y is the y component of the body force a. According to Eq.(6), the velocities at place j can be calculated by
where f j i means the distribution function at place j and velocity e i , and a is 235 the x component of the acceleration a.
The unidirectional property of this flow suggests that
Considering the streaming rules Eq.(4) and these above assumptions, we have f
2.3.2. Improvement for four of these slip boundary conditions
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With Eqs. (3), (5), (15), (16), (17) at hand and following the procedures of Guo [20] , we can derive the relation between u 1 and u 2 , where u j denotes the velocity at location j in Fig.1 . For the HBSR scheme, we obtain
For the HDSR scheme, we get
∆ta (19) For the HDBB scheme, we have
] ∆ta (20) It is observed that if we set q = 2r, Eqs. (18) and (19) are identical, which means that the HBSR and HDSR schemes are equivalent. It agrees well with the conclusion of Guo [20] . Guo [20] also found that if r = 0.5, the HBSR scheme can realize the discrete full diffuse boundary condition (q = 1), which means the HBSR scheme with r = 0.5 is equivalent to the discrete full diffuse 250 boundary condition.
Similarly, if we set s = 2 − 2r, Eqs. (18) and (20) are identical. Following the procedure of Guo [20] , it is also proved that the HBSR scheme with r = 0.5 is equivalent to the discrete full diffuse boundary condition.
Based on this equivalence, we can have the following derivation:
0.5f 7 + 0.5f 8 0.5f 8 + 0.5f 7
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
So the HDSR scheme can be equivalent to the following relations:
The conventional HDSR scheme assumes that the two extreme cases of the interaction between molecules and walls are the discrete full diffusive and 260 the specular reflection boundary conditions [26] , and the conventional HDBB scheme assumes that the two extreme cases are the discrete fully diffusive and the bounce back boundary conditions [28] . Therefore, for the conventional HDSR and HDBB schemes, the combination parameters are limited to [0, 1].
For actual liquid flow, velocity slip may range from no slip to nearly full schemes are improved based on the equivalence to the BSR scheme, and the two extreme cases of the interaction between molecules and walls change to the bounce back and the specular reflection boundary conditions. Our improvement has three advantages comparing with the conventional schemes. The first one is that it can realize a wider range of velocity slip. The 275 second one is that we make it possible to apply these schemes to simulate liquid flow. The third one is that the HDBB and MDBB schemes have the potential to simulate liquid flow with complex geometries for their local computations.
In order to simulate specified velocity slip of liquid flow, we still need to 280 relate the slip length to the combination parameters.
Relating slip length to the combination parameters For liquid flow, Navier's slip model has been accepted by many researchers [14] , having the form of
where u s is the slip velocity at the wall, b is the slip length, and
the velocity gradient in the normal direction of the wall. The slip length can quantify the velocity slip of liquid flow and can be measured by experiment [17] . In order to get a specified boundary condition for liquid micro-flow, we adopt a widely used linear slip model, the Navier's slip model, as the base to deduce the relationships between the slip length 290 and the combination parameters of the formerly discussed slip boundary conditions.
Firstly, we analyse three half-way schemes: Eqs. (8), (9) and (10). Wang et al. [36] adopted the Couette flow with linear velocity gradient to deduce the relation between the combination parameters of BSR scheme with the 295 slip length. Results show that the relations they obtained are accurate and reliable enough even for unsteady nonlinear flow. So we also take the Couette flow in the following derivation.
For the Couette flow (linear velocity gradient, a = 0), the equation can be written as
where β is a parameter, y is the distance from bottom wall and u s is the slip velocity at the wall. Substituting u 1 and u 2 of the Couette flow into Eqs. (18), (19) , (20) respectively, we can get the relations between the slip velocity and the combination parameters of the half-way schemes:
Based on Eqs. (21) and (23), we can deduce the relations between the slip length and the combination parameters of the half-way schemes: (24), we can obtain the relations between the combination parameters and the slip length:
Eq. (24) shows that the slip length is decided by the combination parame-310 ter and relaxation time. It can be seen from Eq. (24) that with a wider range of q and s ([0, 2]), the range of the slip length that the HDSR and HDBB schemes can simulate is also larger. It can be noted from Eq. (25) that there is no discrete lattice effect for linear flow and the combination parameters can be specified by given slip 315 length and the relaxation time.
For more general flow, there may be discrete effects caused by different lattice numbers. We will analyse the discrete effects of the slip boundary conditions with the case of the Poiseuille flow below.
For the Poiseuille flow (non-linear velocity gradient, a = 0), the equation
where H is the gap between two fixed plates. Substituting Eq.(26) into Eqs. (18), (19) , (20) respectively, we find that the slip velocity is determined by
for the Poiseuille flow.
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Combining Eq. (21) and Eq. (27), we can find the slip length is determined by
2r
M A N U S C R I P T
From Eq.(28), we can obtain the relations between the combination parameters and the slip length: (29) for the Poiseuille flow.
For the Poiseuille flow, it is observed from Eq.(28) that the slip length is influenced by two parts: a physical part depending on the combination parameter and relaxation time, and a numerical part depending on the relaxation time and the value of H related to the grid size. If we set
= 1, the half-way scheme equals to the pure half-way bounceback scheme. According to Eq.(28), this pure half-way bounce-back scheme generates a nonzero slip length, due to the discrete effect. Moreover, it also shows that all of the three half-way schemes can not be applied to the Poiseuille flow with b <
The relative error 340 of the slip length caused by the discrete effect can be quantified by
In order to obtain an accurate boundary condition for liquid flow, the discrete effects should be corrected or reduced greatly. For the Poiseuille flow, the discrete error can be analysed and calculated. So we can consider the influence of the discrete effect on the slip length when calculating the 345 combination parameters, as what has been done in Eq. (29) . In this way, the discrete effects can be corrected and we can simulate the slip length accurately.
But for general flow without known equations, it is difficult to obtain the equation of discrete effect part. So we can not consider the influence 350 of the discrete effect on the slip length when calculating the combination parameters. Even though we cannot eliminate the discrete effect completely, we still have other ways to reduce the discrete effects. The discrete effect is controlled by the relaxation time and the lattice numbers H. One way is to adjust the relaxation time. If a suitable τ is given, the relative error 355 can be reduced greatly. But a fixed τ will bring much inconvenience to the choice of the grid size and the characteristic velocity in the lattice Boltzmann Similarly to the analysis of the half-way schemes, the slip length in the modified schemes is decided by
for the linear liquid flow, and
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The combination parameters for the modified schemes are given by     r
For the Poiseuille flow, with 0 ≤ 2r,q,s ≤ 2, the smallest simulated slip length is 
For more general cases, it is difficult to deduce the exact functions between the combination parameters and the slip length. Some researchers used the Poiseuille flow to approximate the actual flow near the wall [37, 38, 40, 41] . In fact, if the grid is fine enough, the discrete effects can be ignorable and 385 the local flow at the wall can be approximated as flow with linear velocity gradient [36] . It is also proved by the numerical results below. The Eq. (25) of the half-way schemes and Eq.(33) of the modified schemes are deduced based on the flow with linear velocity gradient.
With Eq.(25) of the half-way schemes, we have
for the HBSR scheme;
for the HDSR scheme;
for the HDBB scheme. With Eq.(33) of the modified schemes, we obtain
(38)
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
for the MBSR scheme;
for the MDSR scheme;
for the MDBB scheme.
The slip boundary conditions (Eq. (35) to (40) . For the Eq.(34), the smallest simulated slip length is
. For the slip boundary conditions (Eq. (35) to (40)), with refining grids, the discrete effects are ignorable and the simulated smallest slip length is extremely close to zero. Among these slip boundary conditions, 405 the specular reflection parts of the HBSR, MBSR, HDSR and MDSR are not computed locally, making it difficult to use these four schemes for curved boundaries [38] . On the contrary, the HDBB Scheme Eq.(37) and the MDBB scheme Eq. (40) 
At first, we examine the relative error between the predefined slip length and the slip length produced by each slip condition when simulating this plane Couette liquid flow. Without losing generality, τ is set from 0.6 to 2 435 and the predefined slip length varies from 0 to 25. H = 32. The flow is driven by a constant body force a = 10 −5 . The inlet and outlet of the channel employ the periodic boundary conditions. The length of the channel is set as 32. Combining Eqs. (21) and (26), the analytical velocity 475 profiles of the Poiseuille flow can be expressed as
With the characteristic speed u c = aH 2 /8ν, the above equation can be rewritten as
We examine the improved HDSR, HDBB, MDSR and MDBB schemes for the Poiseuille flow with τ = 0.6 (ν = 1/30). Here, we set q = 2 − s = 2, 0.4, Fig.11 for the half-way schemes and Fig.12 for the modified schemes. Clearly, these four improved schemes can ensure the accuracy and reliability of the lattice Boltzmann simulation of the Poiseuille flow with slip boundary. It is noted that the 485 distances between two adjacent velocity profiles along the horizontal direction in Fig.11 and Fig.12 are the same. This phenomenon can be explained by Eq.(42). For the same a, H, ν and y, the first part of Eq. (42) is constant, and the second part is only decided by b. Fig.11 and Fig.12 also indicate that the slip velocities at two still plates become larger when q, 2 − s,q, 2 −s become smaller. It is consistent with the analytical results of Eqs. (28) and (32) . Discrete effects of the slip boundaries for the Poiseuille flow are also studied. Considering the discrete effects, the combination parameters are calculated by predefined slip length according to Eqs. (29) and (34). Simulations 495 will diverge if the predefined slip length is smaller than a specific value. It can be explained by Eqs. (29) and (34). We define these specific values as the smallest simulated slip lengths (b s ). If b < b s , the combination parameters will be out of the range of [0,2] and these slip boundary conditions are not effective any more. b s * H as a function of τ are depicted in Fig.13 . It is 500 observed from Fig.13 that the smallest simulated slip lengths of the half-way schemes are smaller than the modified schemes for cases with the same H and τ . So if H and τ are given, the half-way schemes can simulate a wider range of slip length than the modified schemes. If τ ≤
, the half-way schemes can be applied to liquid flow with slip length from zero to infinite. In 505 this sense, the half-way schemes are better choices than the modified schemes for the Poiseuille flow. Fig.13 also shows that larger H is beneficial to obtain a wider range of simulated slip length with the same τ .
Discrete effects have influence not only on the application scope of the slip boundary conditions, but also on the accuracy and reliability of simulations. Fig.10 , except that the constant acceleration a is replaced by a periodic one a(t). In this simulation, we set a(t) = a m cos(ωt), where a m is the amplitude and ω is the frequency. The frequency is related to the period of the acceleration by ω = 
where i is the symbol of imaginary number and Real is the real part. Besides, Y is the dimensionless form of y with Y = y/H and B is the dimensionless form of the slip length b with B = b/H. The parameter λ is defined as
where W 0 is the Womersley number.
In this simulation, we take the improved DBB schemes to simulate the liquid slip at the wall. Wang et al. [36] tested the BSR schemes with H = 100 in the simulation of the unsteady Womersley flow, and found that H=100 is find enough for this problem to obtain accurate and reliable results. So we . We simulate the case with Re = 10000 to test the improved DBB schemes. The combination parameters are given according to Eq. (25) As shown in Fig.16 , the slip length has great effect on the velocity profiles. In cally, making it difficult to use these four schemes for curved boundaries [38] . On the contrary, the HDBB and MDBB schemes have the nature of local calculation. Results of the Poiseuille flow demonstrate that the MDBB scheme will introduce more discrete effects than the HDBB scheme. Therefore the HDBB scheme is employed to obtain boundary slip at curved walls in this 595 subsection. The HDBB scheme specifies the unknown distribution function as [37] f i = sf
whereī is the opposite direction of i. The cylindrical Couette flow is a classical benchmark problem of complex flows and we take it to test the HDBB scheme for liquid slip at curved walls.
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As shown in Fig.18 , two cylinders are concentric. The inner cylinder with radius R 1 rotates at a constant anticlockwise angular velocity ω and the nonequilibrium extrapolation method is adopted on it. The outer one with R 2 keeps stationary and the slip boundary condition is employed on it. The density at the wall is given following the former's work [37] . In a cylindrical 605 polar coordinate (R, θ), this flow can be expressed as
where u θ is the tangential velocity and R is the radius. 
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T can be given as
Then, the theoretical velocity profiles can be calculated as
). In our work, we set R 1 =30, R 2 =50, ω = 10 −3 and τ =0.6. The combination parameters are calculated according to Eq. (25) . If b/(R 2 − R 1 ) is no more than 0.005, the combination parameters are within [0, 1]. Besides, if b/(R 2 − R 1 ) is larger than 0.005, the combination parameters will fall into 615 the range of [1, 2] . Three sets of simulations with b/(R 2 − R 1 ) =0, 0.03, 0.05 are conducted to test our improved HDBB scheme for curved walls. Fig.19 depicts the numerical velocity profiles and the analytical results given by Eq.(48). It is noted that the numerical results agree well with the analytical solutions.
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We notice that the cylinder Couette flow with R 1 =30 and R 2 =50 is close to a linear flow. In order to test our slip boundary condition for flows with higher non-linearity, we simulate the cylinder Couette flow with R 1 =30 and R 2 =150. The results are shown in Fig.20 . It can be observed that the velocity profiles obtained by the HDBB scheme are consistent with the analytical 625 results given by Eq.(48). Fig.19 and Fig.20 also show that the differences between the numerical results and the analytical solutions become a little bigger with increased slip length. After all, the local flow around the curved wall is approximated with the linear flow and some differences can not be avoided. Fig.19 and Fig.20 suggest that the differences are very small and 630 the results can be acceptable. Therefor, we can conclude that the improved HDBB scheme with Eq. (25) is suitable for the simulation of liquid slip with curved walls.
Conclusion
The slip length defined firstly by the Naviers slip model is a characteristic 635 quantity describing the slip property of a specific liquid-solid surface. In this work, we have introduced two half-way schemes and two modified schemes with adjustable slip length for the lattice Boltzmann simulation of liquid tion parameter is decided by the relaxation time and the given slip length without discrete effects. But for non-linear flow, discrete effects exist in all four slip boundary conditions. The discrete effects influence not only the range of the simulated slip length but also the accuracy of the numerical results. If the grid is fine enough, the discrete effects will be significantly 
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In addition, the HDBB scheme is applied to simulate the curved walls of the cylindrical Couette flow for its local calculations and less discrete effects than the modified schemes. The local flow near the curved wall is approximated by the Couette flow. The numerical results demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of the improved HDBB scheme.
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These boundary conditions with adjustable slip length are proposed and analysed for the two-dimensional simulation with the LBGK model. Following our procedure, present methods can be easily extended to the threedimensional simulation and the multiple relaxation time (MRT) model. Besides, the potential of these methods in turbulence modeling needs to be 675 explored. We will focus on these problems in the future work.
